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In this article we consider a molecular system exposed to an intense short-pulsed external field. It
is a continuation of a previous publication �A. K. Paul, S. Adhikari, D. Mukhopadhyay et al.,
J. Phys. Chem. A 113, 7331 �2009�� in which a theory is presented that treats quantum effects due
to nonclassical photon states �known also as Fock states�. Since these states became recently a
subject of intense experimental efforts we thought that they can be treated properly within the
existing quantum formulation of dynamical processes. This was achieved by incorporating them in
the Born–Oppenheimer �BO� treatment with time-dependent coefficients. The extension of the BO
treatment to include the Fock states results in a formidable enhancement in numerical efforts
expressed, in particular, in a significant increase in CPU time. In the present article we discuss an
approach that yields an efficient and reliable approximation with only negligible losses in accuracy.
The approximation is tested in detail for the dissociation process of H2

+ as caused by a laser field.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3282333�

I. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago we published our first rigorous articles
concerning the interaction of molecular systems with pulsed
laser fields.1�a�,1�b� These studies were extended, later, in a
few more publications,1�c�,1�d� but in the present article we
intend to concentrate on a new aspect due to this interaction,
namely, the importance of the photon state distribution.2 In
fact this issue was already considered by us while studying
the interaction of the H2

+ ion with a short pulsed laser field.3

In that study we distinguished between two distributions of
photons: �a� the coherent state distribution �fixed throughout
the interaction process� formed by a specific distribution of
Fock states which is known to lead to the semiclassical
Schrödinger equation �SE� and �b� a noncoherent state dis-
tribution formed by a time-dependent linear combination of
Fock states with coefficients determined by the resulting
Born–Oppenheim �BO� treatment. Both subjects, the first
termed as the semiclassical approach and the second as the
Fock scheme approach, are briefly discussed below.

The numerical study in these publications3 concentrated
on the kinetic energy release �KER� distribution and the dis-
sociation probabilities �DPs� of the nuclear products caused
by the high-intensity, short pulsed lasers mentioned earlier. It
was shown that frequently the two approaches yield results
different enough to be observed in experiments. Since the
Fock scheme approach is more general, results obtained
within this approach are expected to be in greater demand.

The semiclassical approach is straightforward and re-

quires only a few electronic states �for instance to study the
interaction of H2

+ with a laser, converged results are usually
achieved with two electronic states�. In contrast, the Fock
scheme requires the inclusion of several photon states �on
top of the electronic states� which could easily increase the
numerical effort by one order of magnitude. For instance in
the above mentioned study we had to include six electropho-
ton states3 to achieve convergence which enhanced the CPU
�central processing unit� time by a factor of �5. This situa-
tion may deteriorate in more extreme cases �such as higher
intensities or shorter pulses as well as in case of polyatomic
molecules� where eventually more electrophoton states are
required to achieve convergence.

The aim of the present publication is to introduce an
approximation that will keep the CPU time down to the level
encountered in the semiclassical approach but maintaining
the full effect of the additional electrophoton states. It will be
shown that this approximation is efficient and reliable with
only negligible losses in accuracy.

The rigorous treatment of electronic transitions is con-
sidered to be one of the more complicated issues in the study
of molecular systems.4 The complications are not necessarily
associated with numerical aspects but are rather conceptual
and become exposed following the BO separation of the fast
electrons from the slow nuclei.5,6 This treatment ends up
with a nuclear SE where the motion of the nuclei is governed
by the �adiabatic� potential energy surfaces �PESs� and the
electronic transitions take place due to the nonadiabatic cou-

pling terms �NACTs�. In what follows this BO system is
termed as the adiabatic framework and the resulting SE is
called the adiabatic SE
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While analyzing the magnitudes that emerge from the
BO treatment one soon faces difficulties associated with
both, the adiabatic PESs, which contain the, so called, coni-
cal intersections7 and with NACTs.8 that are singular �poles�
and extend to infinity.

The usual way to overcome these difficulties is to em-
ploy an orthogonal transformation which yields the diabatic
framework where the diabatic potentials are reasonably
smooth; the NACTs are essentially suppressed and the newly
formed coupling terms are smooth potential coupling. This
transformation is known as the adiabatic-to-diabatic transfor-
mation or by the acronym, ADT.9–31 �sometimes also known
as the quasi-ADT� and the corresponding matrix is desig-
nated as A.

In case the molecular system is exposed to an external
�laser� field we face two possibilities. �1� Perform a time-
independent ADT which implies forming the diabatic system
while ignoring the effect of the external laser field on the
electron dynamics. This possibility is materialized by using a
field-free electronic basis set. �2� Perform a time-dependent
ADT which implies forming the diabatic system while both,
the electrons and the nuclei, are independently affected the
external laser field. This possibility is materialized by using a
field-dressed electronic basis set. Both possibilities were dis-
cussed in previous publications.1�a�,1�b�,1�d�,32�a� In particular
the field-free treatment yields what was termed earlier in case
the photon states are included, in the BO treatment, as the
Fock scheme3 �which is termed as the ordinary Fock
scheme�. In the next section we briefly discuss the ordinary
Fock scheme and the second approach, introduced here for
the first time, termed as the field-dressed Fock scheme �to
distinguish it from the ordinary Fock scheme� and then refer
to the approximations as emerge from this approach.

The motivation, in general, for these studies has its ori-
gin in the vision of being able to control chemical processes,
for instance chemical reactions, by applying external means
such as �intense� laser fields. Experimental studies related to
such interactions, in particular the possibility of affecting
chemical processes by laser fields, started already during the
early 1980s.33 However it was soon recognized that the tra-
ditional approach based on low laser frequencies and long
pulses �as compared to the characteristic molecular time
scales� leads only to a limited success.34

Recently new studies were performed which utilize in-
tense, short pulsed laser beams in addition to other features
such as coherence, shaping, etc. These studies may either
bring us closer to the ability to control chemical reactions or
at least reveal more clearly the limits for achieving this
goal.3,35–42 Numerous studies concentrate on diatomic mol-
ecules and among them we frequently encounter the hydro-
gen molecule �neutral and ion� and its isotopic analogs.3,39–42

In particular the study of H2
+ within this context is very ex-

tensive, experimentally as well as theoretically. The main
reason for that is not because this molecule is of major in-
terest on its own grounds but because it serves as a conve-
nient model-system to follow the time evolution of the com-
plicated interaction between an intense, short pulsed laser

field and a chemical process �in this case dissociation�:

H2
+�1s�g,vi� + field�E�t�,�� → H + p. �1�

Here E�t� is the time-dependent envelope of the external field
and � is the frequency of the field.

Comment. Before we continue with the main issue, we
refer to a possible difficulty associated with the BO ap-
proach. Experimental studies indicate that during the interac-
tion of H2

+ with an external field ionization processes, known
as Coulomb explosion, are encountered.40–42 According to
our detailed study �see particularly our two recent publica-
tions in Ref. 3� we could not verify the existence of free
electrons. This means that either �i� the ionization process
takes place at a very early stage �when all three particles are
close together� so that the �p,p,e� dissociation process could
not be followed by the BO treatment or �ii� it happens after
the two nuclei, the p and the H, are far apart and at this stage
the isolated hydrogen loses its electron. If case �ii� prevails it
is, of course, covered by the BO treatment. However if case
�i� prevails then the worst that happens is that the BO treat-
ment misses the high energy interval ��1.5 eV� of the dis-
sociation process. This possibility is discussed, to some ex-
tent, in Ref. 3�a�.

II. THE SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

A. The Schrödinger equation for the Fock scheme

The time-dependent SE to be considered here was dis-
cussed at length before3 and therefore only a few details will
be given:

i�
��

�t
= �−

�2

2m

�2

�R2 + H̃�R,t��� . �2�

Here � is a column vector given in the form

� = ��0,0,�−1,1,�−2,0,�−3,1,¯�T, �3�

where the first index stands for the photon state and the sec-
ond for the electronic state. As for the photon states they are
designated by integers that describe variations in the number
of photons �and not the actual number of photons�. Therefore
this index may attain positive and negative integers �and
zero� and varies, in general, along the infinite interval,
�−� ,��. However since creation of upper photon states start-
ing at lower ones usually happens with negligible probabil-
ity, we consider, in Eq. �3�, only photon states with negative
integers and zero. As for the second index, since in the
present treatment we consider only the two lowest electronic
states �i.e., the ground state and the first excited state�, this
index attains the values zero or one.

As for the potential matrix H̃�R,t� its form was shown to
be3

H̃ jk�R,t� = �
u0 − 2m��; j = k = 2m

u1 − �2m + 1���; j = k = 2m + 1

V01; k = j � 1

0 otherwise
	 �4�

or also �in case of six electrophoton states�:
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H̃�R,t� =

u0 V01 0 0 0 0

V01 u1 − �� V01 0 0 0

0 V01 u0 − 2�� V01 0 0

0 0 V01 u1 − 3�� V01 0

0 0 0 V01 u0 − 4�� V01

0 0 0 0 V01 u1 − 5��

� , �5�

where uj�R�, j=0 ,1, are electronic eigenvalues, � is the fre-
quency of the external field, and V01 is the corresponding
coupling potential given by the expression

V01 = V01�R,t� = Eex�t� · �01�R� . �6�

Here Eex�t� is the time envelope of the external �laser� field
and �01�R� is the corresponding transition dipole moment
vector with the �three� 	-components,

�01
	 �R� = 
̃��0�seR�� · se�1�seR�� , �7�

where �j�se R�, j=0 ,1 are the relevant �adiabatic� electronic
eigenfunctions, se stands for the position vectors of the elec-
trons, R is the interatomic distance, and 
̃ is a �unit conver-
sion� constant.

B. The Schrödinger equation for the field-dressed
Fock scheme

1. Derivation of the Schrödinger equation

In fact, both, the field-dressed Fock scheme and the or-
dinary Fock scheme are time dependent, but whereas the
ordinary Fock scheme is formed using time-independent
electronic basis sets �see previous section�; the field-dressed
Fock scheme is formed employing time-dependent electronic
basis sets. The field-dressed approach �without Fock states�,
as was mentioned earlier, had been studied some time
ago.1�a�,1�d�,3,32�a� Here are presented, for completeness, the
main expressions to be used in the forthcoming numerical
study.

Comment. To improve the relevance of our study we
indicate that the field-free adiabatic basis sets and the field
dressed adiabatic states as discussed here are also used in
molecular spectroscopy where they are recognized as the
crude adiabatic states and the �ordinary� adiabatic states,
respectively. In this respect we mention also the fact that
field dressed eigenstates were used on other occasions, in
particular, in deriving the BO equations for field-dressed mo-
lecular systems.43

The time-dependent SE for any field-dressed scheme
�namely, with or without Fock states� can be shown to be of
the form

i�
��̃

�t
= �−

�2

2m

�2

�R2 + W̃��̃ , �8�

where W̃ is the corresponding field-dressed diabatic potential
matrix:

W̃ = Ã†H̃̃Ã . �9�

Here H̃̃ is the relevant �quasiadiabatic� potential matrix and

Ã�R,t� is the corresponding field-dressed ADT
matrix1�a�,1�d�,32�a� �a general discussion concerning the ADT
matrix A is given in Ref. 9�. In what follows the two matri-
ces are briefly discussed.

a. The quasiadiabatic potential matrix, H̃̃�R,t� It was

shown that the matrix, H̃̃�R,t�, is given in the
form1�a�,1�b�,1�d�,32�a�

H̃̃ = �†H̃� , �10�

where H̃�R,t� was mentioned earlier �see Eqs. �4� and �5��
and ��R,t� is the orthogonal transformation matrix between
the adiabatic time-dependent �field-dressed� and the adia-
batic time-independent �field-free� electronic basis sets. It
can be shown that ��R,t� is a solution of the following first
order time-dependent equation,32�a�

i�
���R,t�

�t
= H̃�R,t���R,t� . �11�

At this stage we mention that the field is turned on only at
t�0 and consequently ��R,t�0� is the unit matrix so that

the matrix H̃̃�R,t�0� is identical to H̃�R,t�.
b. The field-dressed ADT-matrix, Ã�R,t� Just like in the

field-free case9 the field-dressed ADT matrix Ã�R,t� satisfies
first order differential equations which in the present case are
of the form1,32�a�

�

�R
Ã + �̃Ã = 0 , �12a�

i�
�Ã

�t
+ H̃̃Ã = 0 , �12b�

where H̃̃ was introduced in Eq. �10� and �̃ is the field-dressed
nonadiabatic coupling matrix �NACM� defined as1

�̃ = �†�� + �† �

�R
� . �13a�

Here � is the field-free NACM which a priori is of dimen-
sion much smaller than L. In our case its dimension is 2,
whereas L=6. Since it is of dimension 2�2 it contains only
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one nonzero matrix element, namely, �01�R�
= �0�se R�  �� /�R�1�se R��.9�a� To simplify our treatment we
ignore the field-free NACTs so that �̃ becomes

�̃ = �† �

�R
� . �13b�

The theory, as can be seen from Eq. �13a�, furnishes field-
dressed NACTs which differ from zero even when the field-
free NACTs are identically zero �given in Eq. �13b��. The
expression in Eq. �13b� can be considered as the NACM
produced by an external field. In this respect we comment
briefly that it is proved that the external NACT is not affect-

ing the single valuedness of the diabatic potential matrix, W̃
�see Eq. �9�� or the reduced diabatic potential matrix, W̃r

�see below, Eq. �18��. The proof, which is based on the fact
that the relevant Curl equation,9�a�,9�e� i.e., curl �̃�R,t� is iden-
tically zero, is furnished in Appendix B of Ref. 1�d�.

Equations �12� is solved by propagating the solution
along space-time contours, �st, namely, propagating it along
the translational coordinate R �to satisfy Eq. �12a�� and then
along the time axis �t� �to satisfy Eq. �12b��. This procedure
leads to the following exponentiated space-time line
integral:1�d�,32�a�

Ã�R,t�st� = ��
n=1

M �exp� i

�
�

tn−1

tn

H̃̃�Rn, t�dt�
�exp�− �

Rn−1

Rn

�̃�R,tn−1�dR��Ã�R0,t0� ,

�14�

where � is an ordering operator that guarantees meaningful
results even though the various exponentiated matrices do
not commute �the details how to solve these noncommuting
exponentiated line integrals are given in Refs. 9�b� and 9�d��,
Ã�R0, t0� is a given initial matrix and M is the number of
�R,t�-segments along a particular space-time contour �st.

�Rt � �R0,t0� → �R1,t0� → �R1,t1� → �R2,t1� → �R2,t2�

→ ¯ → �Rm,tm� → ¯ . �15�

Since the aim is to cover the required space-time �R,t� plane
with relevant values of the field dressed ADT matrix, one is
required to construct a network of contours and calculate

Ã�R,t� along these contours. At this stage we mention the
fact that all contours of the network have to be started at

�R0, t0� and initiated with the same ADT matrix Ã�R0, t0�.
Once done, Eqs. �9� and �10� are used to derive the field

dressed Fock potential matrix W̃�R,t� which is then substi-
tuted in Eq. �8�. More details concerning the planar network
of space-time contours are presented in the Appendix.

2. Approximations

It is important to emphasize that the ordinary Fock SE in
Eq. �2� and the field-dressed Fock SE in Eq. �8� are expected
to yield identical results. This was proved analytically1�d�,32�b�

and, during the present study, is proved again, numerically.

In other words, as it stands, Eq. �8� does not have any ad-
vantages over Eq. �2�.

Equation �8� becomes important in case we attempt to
develop a hierarchy of approximations to reduce the CPU
time with a minimal loss of accuracy. Thus the idea is to
assume that the original set of equations contains L equations
with the following L unknown functions,

�̃ = ��1,�2, . . . ,�j, . . . ,�L�T. �16�

Returning to Eq. �8� it can be seen that this system of equa-
tions holds also for the first N equations where N�L. There-
fore to convert this set of N equalities into an ordinary sys-

tem of N equations we assume that the lower tail of �̃�R,t�,
namely, the last L-N elements are relatively small and can be
neglected. In this way the square system of L equations in
Eq. �8� becomes a square system of N equations,

i�
��̃r

�t
= �−

�2

2m
�2 + W̃r��̃r, �17�

where the subscript r designates “reduced.” There are numer-
ous ways to form the reduced N�N diabatic potential matrix

W̃r�R,t� but the present approach has a significant advantage

because the matrix W̃r�R,t� is constructed from the original
�untouched� complete L�L Fock scheme potential matrix,

H̃�R,t� �see Eq. �10��,

W̃r = Ãr
†H̃̃Ãr. �18�

In other words in order to form the reduced N�N potential

matrix, W̃r�R,t�, we apply only the first N columns of the

ADT matrix, Ãr�R,t�, where each column contains L ele-
ments. Thus the damage caused in producing the reduced
potential matrix seems to be minimal because we still main-
tain the original interaction, namely, the full potential matrix,

H̃�R,t�. It is important to mention that in order to form

Ãr�R,t� we still employ Eq. �14� but solve it for the N �ini-
tial� vectors only.

FIG. 1. Adiabatic electronic and electrophoton potential energy curves for
the H2

+ as a function of the interatomic distance, R. The electrophoton states
were calculated for �=600 nm ���=2.06 eV�.
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III. NUMERICAL STUDY

As an example to demonstrate the relevance of the
newly introduced approximation, we present a numerical
study related to the dissociation process of H2

+ in a strong
short-pulse laser field �see Eq. �1� in the Introduction�. This
system was recently studied by us with the aim of revealing

the importance of the time-dependent distribution of the

Fock photon states for molecular processes �see the brief
discussion in the first three paragraphs in the Introduction�.
In the present article we consider only this particular case

�thus, we do not relate to the, so called, semiclassical
approach, see Eq. �30� in Ref. 3�a��.

FIG. 2. KER distribution as a function of energy. Panels �a� �v=3, �c� �v=5, �e� �v=6, and �g� �v=7. DP as a function of time. Panels �b� �v=3, �d�
�v=5, �f� �v=6, and �h� �v=7. The calculations were done for intensity of 100 TW /cm2, �=600 nm, and �p=40 fs.
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A. Numerical details concerning the calculations

The above mentioned dissociation process will be stud-
ied for a field with the following specifications: the intensity
is 100 TW /cm2, the wavelength is 600 nm, and the envelop
of the pulse is of the form f�t�=E0 sin2 ��� /�p�t� where E0

�=0.053 au.� is field amplitude and �p�=40 fs� is the pulse
duration.

The electronic adiabatic �field-free� potential curves and
the transition dipole moments 
01 were obtained from an ab
initio calculation employing the 6-311++G�3df,3pd� basis
set using the Hartree–Fock option of MOLPRO.44 The calcu-
lated potential curves compare well with the analytical re-
sults of Ref. 45. In Fig. 1 are presented the two lowest elec-
tronic states u0�R� and u1�R� as well as the corresponding
�shifted� electrophoton states: u0, u1-��, u0-2��, etc. �see
Eq. �4��.

In previous publications3 we presented details concern-
ing the numerical methodologies used to solve the required
time-dependent SEs. These details will not be repeated here.
However we present briefly the approach for construction of

the network of contours that eventually leads to the time-
dependent PESs required for solving Eqs. �8� and �17� �see
Appendix�.

B. The study of the photodissociation of H2
+

In Figs. 2 and 3 KER and DPs results as obtained for a
series of initial vibrational states are presented. In the left
hand side panels, the KER results and, in the right hand side
panels, the DPs are presented. In each panel four, curves
calculated for a given initial vibrational state, but for differ-
ent combinations of electrophoton states, namely, �2,2�,
�4,4�, �6,6�, and �2,6�, are shown. The �2,2� curves describe
results as obtained for the two lowest electrophoton states
and, similarly, the �4,4� and the �6,6� curves describe results
obtained for the four and the six lowest electrophoton states
�see Fig. 1�. The �2,6� curves describe results as obtained for
the �rectangular� approximate case which is characterized by
a six dimensional potential matrix for which only two SEs

are solved. In other words the potential matrix H̃�R,t� is still

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 but for v=9,11,13.
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a 6�6 matrix but with the aid of the rectangular ADT ma-

trix, Ãr�R,t�, we form two coupled time-dependent SEs.
In these panels the accurate results are presented by the

�6,6� curves �in Figs. 2 and 3� and all other curves are either
a result of a less accurate calculation �this applies to the �2,2�
and the �4,4� curves� or due to an approximation �the �2,6�
curves�. In Fig. 2 results as calculated for low vibrational
states �v=3,5 ,6 ,7� are presented and in Fig. 3 results as
calculated for high vibrational states �v=9,11,13� are pre-
sented.

In all cases the �2,2� curves deviate significantly from
the �6,6� curves, and therefore are unreliable. The �4,4�
curves are more reliable—they yield a reasonable fit for the
lower vibrational states, namely, v�7 �see Fig. 2� but then
fail to do so for the higher ones �see Fig. 3�.

The real success is the approximate �2,6� treatment. As
noticed all the approximate curves very nicely follow the
accurate curves, almost without exception. This applies for
both the KER distributions and the DPs.

In Fig. 4 results due to the four treatments are compared
again, but this time for the Frank–Condon distribution of
vibrational states.3 The conclusions are, essentially, as be-
fore.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article we discuss the Fock scheme, namely, the
extension of the BO treatment to include photon states.
These nonclassical states recently became a subject of nu-
merous experimental and theoretical studies46–49 and there-

fore it is important to find out their effect on measured mag-
nitudes �in our case, KER distributions and DPs�.

Including photon states in the BO treatment introduces
two potential difficulties: �a� the possibility of not achieving
convergence with regard to the number of photon states and
�2� significant increase in CPU time. The convergence issue
is treated in previous articles3 �where a criterion for conver-
gence was set� and presented here is a reliable approximation
that prevents the CPU time to increase significantly.

In order to introduce the approximations we had to per-
form the BO treatment with field-dressed electrophoton
states which are then presented in term of the field-free elec-
trophoton states. Consequently we distinguish between two
numbers �N, L�, where N stands for the number of field-
dressed electrophoton states and L for the number of field-
free electrophoton states. The aim is to derive a converged
system of N �instead of L� SEs. In the present article it is
found that N can be as low as 2 to achieve convergence when
L=6.

The success of the �2,6� treatment is neither accidental
nor pure numerical. It is not accidental as it was tested for
other situations �to be published elsewhere� with the same
degree of success. It is not a simple numerical fact because it

FIG. 5. Space-time region. The contour �Rt is presented as a sum of two
contours: �Rt=�R+�t where �R is a spatial contour and �t is a time contour.
�a� is the network of contours based on the �leading� “t=t0” contour; �b� is
the network of contours based on a freely chosen diagonal contour.

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 but for the Frank–Condon distribution.
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carries some physical contents as well. The fact that it is
possible to reduce the number of SEs from six to two means
that to describe the current dissociation process reliably only
two field-dressed electrophoton states are required, although
six field-free electrophoton states are needed to present them
accurately. This finding is further supported by the fact that
the �2,6� treatment is more efficient than, for instance, the
�4,4� treatment which although being presented in terms of
four field-dressed electrophoton states is less successful.
These facts imply two things: �a� that adding more and more
field-dressed states is not always justified and �b� that it is
much more important to present a reduced group of field-
dressed states in terms of a well converged set of field-free
states.

As a final issue we refer to characteristic CPU times
obtained in the numerical study. It is found that the CPU time
T for solving Eq. �8� for each initial vibrational state, for the
two cases �6,6�, �4,4� are T=180 and 105 min, respectively,
as compared to T=35 min, the time required to solve Eq.
�17� for the �2,6� case. Thus the time it takes to solve the
�2,6� case is about five times shorter than the time it takes to
solve the �6,6� case.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS CONCERNING THE NETWORK
OF CONTOURS TO FORM THE DIABATIC
POTENTIAL ENERGY MATRIX

In order to derive the field-dressed PES we have to as-
sume a network of contours and integrate Eq. �14� along
them. The integration for all contours has to start at the same
point �R0, t0� and with the same initial matrix . In Fig. 5 two
such networks are presented. �1� One is based on the inte-
gration along the R-axis, at t= t0 �see Fig. 5�a��, and then at
any grid point �Rj , t= t0�; this integration is continued
along the t-axis from t=t0 to the final value at t= tf.

50 In this
way various grid points �R=Rj , t= tm� are formed at which

the corresponding Ã�Rj , tm� values are calculated. �2� The
other network of contours is based on a diagonal �straight�
line R=R0+��t− t0� �see Fig. 5�b�� and then for each point

�Rj , tk� on that diagonal the values of Ã�Rj , tm� are obtained
following up-and-down integrations along the t-axis at R
=Rj

In Fig. 6 KER and DPs results as obtained following the
two procedures that yield the required diabatic PESs are pre-
sented. It is noticed that the results are exactly the same—a
fact which is not a priori obvious but was proved, analyti-
cally, to be valid �see Appendix B in Ref. 1�d��.

As for the CPU time we find that �for the present case�
deriving the Ã�Rj , tm� matrix by following the diagonal con-
tour takes about 3 h whereas following the “t=t0” contour
takes only 1 h. The “t=t0” contour is also conceptually sim-
pler because �̃ as defined in Eq. �13a� becomes along the

FIG. 6. KER distribution as a function of energy. Panels �a� and �c� and DP as a function of time. Panels �b� and �d� as calculated for v=6. The results are
based on two different space-time networks of contours: �a� and �b� are due to the “t=t0” �leading� contour and �c� and �d� are due to a diagonal �leading�
contour.
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“t=t0” contour identical to �, the free-field NACT. This
also implies that along that axis �†�� /�R��=0 �see also
Eq. �14��.
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